With appropriate software, personal computers can provide rapid stimulus presentation that extends the capabilities of a standard tachistoscope. Done improperly, however, such presentation can produce unpredictable results. Short -duration images (16-70 msec) may appear darker in some areas, may occasionally flicker, or may not even appear at all. The solution to all of these problems can be achieved by the use of screen timing and presentation routines that precisely regulate the display and removal of images. For brevity, I will refer to the use of such routines as screen control, and I will define the success of screen control as the placement of an image at a precise and predefined moment.
Raster computer displays scan down a special area of memory called a video buffer and translate this information into the visible image with the scanning electron beam, a process called refreshing the screen. Screencontrol success depends on software functions that first indicate when the video monitor has begun to refresh itself, and then transfer the contents of some hidden image to the video buffer for subsequent display. This transfer must occur ahead of the advancing scanning electron beam, and it must be completed in less than the time taken by the video card to refresh the screen (known as the refresh rate). Failure to transfer quickly enough results in partially drawn images during the first refresh, which causes the unpredictable results described above.
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Traditional drawing techniques change the visual image by altering the contents of the video-buffer memory store, which results in visible changes to the screen. The time required for this change depends on the size of the image. Larger images take more time to be copied to the video buffer. If the image is too large, the transfer time exceeds the refresh rate, resulting in screen-eontrol failure. To avoid this problem, the present package makes use of a hardware feature known as video-buffer switching. Instead of changing the contents of the video buffer, video-buffer switching involves switching to an entirely different video buffer. The software alters a memory location, activating a different video buffer containing a previously defined image. Since this procedure avoids the copying of memory from one buffer to another, the new image appears on the next screen refresh and the entire process takes less than I msec. The extra time granted by the use of video-buffer switching can be used to prepare the next stimulus for display.
These video-buffer switches must be synchronized to the monitor's refresh cycle to avoid screen-eontrol failure. The present routines accomplish this with timing routines that are triggered by the start of the monitor's vertical retrace interval. During this interval, the scanning electron beam responsible for tracing the image onto the back of the phosphor screen returns to the top of the screen and prepares to refresh the fading image. Switching to a new video buffer during this interval ensures that the new image appears completely during the subsequent refresh. The timing routines wait for this interval to begin and then allow execution of video-buffer switching routines, resulting in a clean image exchange.
Existing Software
The concept of video-buffer switching is not recent. Yet although the history of video-buffer switching can betraced back at least to the Apple II computer (see Cavanagh & Anstis, 1980) Rensink (1990) has prepared an excellent description of timing and display routines available through the Macintosh Toolbox. However, all of his fast display routines copy memory in some form or another. Since this copying takes much of the time available between refresh intervals, complex displays must be prepared in advance. Because this technique requires a great deal of memory for each stimulus, the number of stimuli is limited by the amount of memory available on the host Macintosh and can be awkward to program. In addition, color stimuli require more memory, and large color areas cannot be transferred in less than one screen refresh, causing screen-control failure. This is a serious problem, since in short-duration experiments contrast is often varied as an independent variable and color capabilities are required for the alteration of luminance.
Drawing directly to the screen by using QuickDraw calls is the simplest alternative to the fast-display routines. This technique suffers from two problems, however. First, because drawing commands are sent to the active screen buffer, drawing must be completed before the electron beam scan reaches the active drawing area. This decreases the amount of time available for drawing considerably. The top-left corner of the screen has less than 2 msec from the start of the vertical retrace interval before the electron beam scans it; any changes must be made in less than that time. Subsequent changes must also occur ahead of the electron beam, or the image will remain invisible during the first refresh, resulting in screen-eontrol failure. The second problem is one of verification. There are no software-based timing techniques that indicate whether drawing has taken place ahead of the advancing electron beam. Even if the entire drawing process has taken less than one screen refresh, it is still possible that some or all of the drawing has taken place after the electron beam scan has already updated that section of the screen.
An alternative to these techniques is to use the monitor's color lookup table (CLUT) to hide images until they are fully drawn. Images are placed directly on the screen while the foreground and background colors are kept the same, hiding the drawing process. At the appropriate moment, two CLUTs are exchanged, changing the foreground to a different color and making the entire stimulus visible on the next refresh. Dixon (1991) provides an excellent description of this solution, as well as of the problem of overlapping displays. The intersection of two drawn but still hidden images must be treated separately, a problem that becomes compounded with the use of more images with overlapping sections. Dixon also points out the limitations of this technique when it is used with many images of multiple depths, such as scanned pictures. In addition, this technique is not available on Macintosh models that lack Color QuickDraw.
The MacTach Software
To overcome the limitations of these methods, the video-buffer switching techniques are included in a library of procedures, called MacTach, that are designed to run visual display experiments. A display sequence done with video-buffer switching works as follows. The software displays a blank screen while the first stimulus is drawn to the hidden video buffer. Then, at the moment determined by the experimental design, the two video buffers are switched, displaying the first image. During the display duration of the first image, the second image is prepared on the hidden video buffer. The two video buffers are once again switched at the end of the first stimulus's display interval. This process continues until all stimuli have been displayed. This technique is limitedby drawing speed. Because only two video buffers are supported, experimental stimuli must be drawn "on the fly." I The software must completely draw the second image during the display interval of the first image, which becomes increasingly difficult with shorter durations. To identify when this problem occurs, the present routines include verification procedures that time all drawing steps and report an error when the drawing time exceeds the duration of the previous image. In addition to assisting the programming process, the verification techniques allow any computer to run the same experiment regardless of processing power, with the knowledge that MacTach will identify andreport any problems.
Other routines supplied by MacTach adapt the millisecond timing routines described by Rensink (1990) to time events andrecord reaction times." Miscellaneous routines determine the characteristics of the host computer, allocate the second video buffer if it is available, hide the menu bar, and restore graphical order after a series of trials. A sample experiment is included with MacTach; it provides a number of auxiliary routines to handle all aspects of setting up and running an experiment.
System Requirements
The MacTach routines are designed to run on the entire line of Macintosh computers. The software uses the video-buffer switching technique on the Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, and Classic.! A similar technique is used on the Macintosh II and Macintosh IIcx in 16-eolor mode or less." Also, because the second video buffer is a property of the video card and not the computer, users of the Macintosh IIci and Macintosh IIfx need only add a Macintosh II video card and monitor to their present systems to gain the fast video-buffer switching technique. When video-buffer switching is not available, MacTach simulates this technique by using off-screen bitmaps and standard Copybits routines for image transfer, which mayor may not transfer quickly enough. The speed of transfer depends on image size and depth, and success is verified by the timing procedures.
The MacTach routines are compatible with System 7 and Multifinder, and the video-buffer switching can be disabled by the user. Itwill support multiple monitors, and it takes advantage of Apple Toolbox Pascal routines to maintain compatibility with future hardware releases. MacTach is written in Symantec's Think Pascal, Version 4.0.
Applications
Video-buffer switching has advantages over other techniques for three general categories of presentation. The first category consists of short-duration displays of multibit images, such as pictures scanned by the Apple Scanner. It takes several refreshes to draw these images under normal conditions, but MacTach can draw and then switch the images quickly in order to maintain screen control. Large, colored displays such as visual search tasks and complex pattern masks also fall into this category.
The second category consists of I-bit (black-and-white) displays intended to run on any Macintosh computer. While the CLUT switching technique is only available on Macintosh models with color QuickDraw, MacTach's initialization routines will suggest video-buffer switching if it is available, and if not, they will emulate video-buffer switching with standard drawing procedures. These alternative drawing techniques and initialization routines make MacTach compatible with all Macintosh models. Verification procedures also indicate when a computer's processing speed is not adequate for the demands of an experiment.
Finally, video-buffer switching is advantageous for running rapidly changing experiments, such as those involving animation and motion displays. These experiments require separate computations for each frame of the display to be defined, and many displays cannot be prepared ahead of time, because of limitations on memory and programming. Doing computations "on the fly" is an alternative. However, the computer typically does not have enough time before the start of the next refresh both to complete the computations for the next frame of animation and to copy the resulting image to the video buffer by using standard fast-display techniques. Using video-buffer switching frees up almost all of the time between refreshes for image computations, allowing successful "on the fly" presentation sequences.
A derivativeof thisthird category involvesthe use of shuttered LCD glasses as described by Milgram (1987) . Such glasses make one lense transparent while the other is opaque. Through alternating between eyes while simultaneously alternating between two images on the computer screen, dichoptic presentations, stereoscopic displays, and simulated depth perception are all possible. Since the two images must be exchanged at a rate of 60-70 switches per second, screen switching techniques provide the most promise for presentation of large or color stimuli in this context.
Example Program
The listing in the Appendix demonstrates the use of the MacTach routines to present a series of images. Two multibit pictures are displayed for short durations and a zero interstimulus interval. These pictures appear within one refresh when MacTach uses video-buffer switching. The images are created by a scanner or a drawing program and stored in the program's resource fork. The experimental design indicates which picture identification numbers are used on each trial.
